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Uranium as an environmental contaminant has been shown
to be toxic to eukaryotes and prokaryotes; however, no specific
mechanisms of uranium toxicity have been proposed so far.
Here a combination of in vivo, in vitro, and in silico studies are
presented describing direct inhibition of pyrroloquinoline
quinone (PQQ)-dependent growth and metabolism by uranyl
cations. Electrospray-ionization mass spectroscopy, UV-vis
optical spectroscopy, competitive Ca2+/uranyl binding studies,
relevant crystal structures, and molecular modeling unequivocally indicate the preferred binding of uranyl simultaneously to
the carboxyl oxygen, pyridine nitrogen, and quinone oxygen
of the PQQ molecule. The observed toxicity patterns are consistent
with the biotic ligand model of acute metal toxicity. In
addition to the environmental implications, this work represents
the first proposed molecular mechanism of uranium toxicity
in bacteria, and has relevance for uranium toxicity in many living
systems.

Introduction
The global distribution of uranium (U) contamination has
remained a persistent environmental and human health
problem for several decades. U contamination is the result
of a number of activities including U mining (1), the
production and use of depleted U for military purposes (2, 3),
and from legacy wastes generated during development of
nuclear weaponry (4). The impact of bacteria and bacterial
metabolism on U fate and transport has received considerable
attention, particularly to the extent that microbial processes
can be employed in U bioremediation. These processes
include reduction of U(VI) to less soluble and less toxic U(IV)
(5), and accumulation within biomass (6). Although U is
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known to be toxic to microorganisms, mechanisms of U
toxicity are yet to be defined despite the importance of
U-bacterial interactions on U fate and mobility.
Webb et al. reported inhibition of Mn(II) oxidation by
Bacillus sp. strain SG-1 in the presence of only 4 µM UO22+
(7) and more recently suggested that UO22+ might slow Mn(II)
oxidation possibly by inhibiting the Mn(II)-oxidizing enzyme
(8). It has been recently suggested that pyrroloquinoline
quinone cofactor (PQQ, Figure 1a) is involved in bacterial
Mn(II) oxidation, based on in vitro studies with the Mn(II)
oxidizing marine organism Erythrobacter sp. strain SD21 (9).
PQQ is a noncovalently bound ortho-quinone cofactor of a
number of bacterial dehydrogenases (10). Biogenic manganese oxides have been shown to have high heavy-metal
binding capacities (11) and are therefore believed to play an
important role in hexavalent dioxo-uranium cation, UO22+
or uranyl mobility, particularly in oxic groundwater environments where UO22+ mobility is controlled by adsorption onto
mineral surfaces (12).
Although the role of PQQ in nonbacterial organisms is
still debated (13, 14), positively identifying the UO22+ binding
site on PQQ has implications for understanding UO22+ toxicity
in other organisms, including humans. In particular, the
ability of UO22+ to bind to a pyridine nitrogen and quinone
oxygen structural motif separated by two atoms may render
UO22+ as a potential inhibitor of flavoproteins. Flavoproteins
have at their catalytic center a tricyclic alloxazine group
(Figure 1b), which offers a similar coordination environment
to UO22+. Interestingly, a previous report stated that UO22+
can exert “remarkable” inhibition of flavoprotein monoamineoxidase (MAO) from renal rat kidney (15).
This report presents in vivo, in vitro, and in silico studies
that demonstrate the inhibition of microbial activity by UO22+
at micromolar concentrations upon binding to PQQ. The
data presented here show that UO22+ selectively binds at the
carboxyl oxygen, pyridine nitrogen, and quinone oxygen in
C7, N6, C5 positions ([ONO] coordination site, Figure 1a),
respectively. This site is known to be occupied by a Ca2+ ion
serving both catalytic (16) and structural roles by anchoring
the PQQ within the holoenzyme (17).

Experimental Proceedures
In Vivo Experiments. The Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1
strain used in this study was provided by Dr. Michael Franklin
(Montana State University, Bozeman, MT). Growth medium
composition was as described elsewhere (18). Cells were
grown aerobically at pH 7.0, 20 °C, and in 125 mL serum
bottles sealed with butyl rubber stoppers and crimped with
Al seals. Carbon sources were added to a concentration of
25 mM carbon. Data points correspond to the average of
either triplicate or duplicate measurements, and reported
errors correspond to 95% confidence intervals.
In Vitro Experiments. Absorbance data and spectra were
measured using a Thermo Electron Multiskan Spectrum
UV-vis spectrophotometer. Mass spectra were collected
using an electrospray-ionization mass spectrometer (Agilent
Ion Trap 6300, model G2440DA). All compounds and mixtures
were infused, immediately after mixing, at a concentration

FIGURE 1. Chemical structure of the pyrroloquinoline quinone
(PQQ) cofactor (a) and alloxazine (b).
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of 10 µM in nanopure (17.5 MΩ) water as solvent at a flow
rate of 0.3 mL/h. PQQ was added as the disodium salt (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO), UO22+ and Ca2+ as chloride salts
(International Bio-Analytical Industries Inc., Boca Raton, FL
and Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, respectively). Nitrogen
served as nebulizing and drying gas at a flow rate of 8.0 L/min,
365 °C, and 75 psi. All spectra were obtained in negative
mode. Ethanol concentrations were measured using a
Hewlett-Packard 5890 series II gas chromatograph according
to Wu et al. (19).
In Silico Experiments. Geometric structural optimizations
were carried out using density functional theory (BP86)
(20, 21) with relativistically corrected effective core potentials
(LANL2DZ) (22, 23) for all atoms. All structural minima were
confirmed to be stationary points by vibrational analysis. To
approximate the aqueous solvent environment of the uranyl
complexes, simulations were also carried out in a polarizable
solvent environment (24, 25) with water solvent parameters
(dielectric constant of 80, solvent radius 1.38 Å) as implemented in Gaussian 03 (26). The calculations involving the
truncated PQQ ligand were done for gas phase conditions.

Results and Discussion
In Vivo Studies: UO22+-Induced Inhibition of PQQ-Dependent Ethanol Metabolism. Pseudomonas spp. oxidize
ethanol under aerobic conditions using a periplasmic PQQdependent quinoprotein ethanol dehydrogenase (QEDH)
(27). This ethanol oxidation step has importance in vivo for
both energy production and cell component synthesis.
Oxidation is believed to proceed via a hydride transfer
mechanism to the PQQ cofactor (28), producing reduced
PQQH2 and acetaldehyde (29).
As shown in Figure 2a, low micromolar concentrations of
UO22+ significantly inhibited aerobic growth of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1 on ethanol as the sole carbon and energy
source. PAO1, when grown on ethanol was significantly
inhibited by 0.5 µM UO22+ (added as UO2Cl2 in nanopure
water), which is only about four times the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency drinking water standard of 0.126 µM. The
0.5 and 1 µM UO22+ concentrations extended the lag phase
by 8 and 17 h, respectively. It is worth noting that the UO22+
only affected the lag phase and not the growth rates, possibly
indicating that the bioavailability of the UO22+ had diminished
to the point of losing its toxic influence. Parallel inhibition
studies of ethanol oxidation suggest that QEDH is a target
of UO22+ binding. UO22+ inhibition of ethanol oxidation by
PAO1 was measured directly by comparing ethanol consumption rates of PAO1 cultures under nongrowth conditions. In the absence of UO22+, PAO1 completely consumed
7.5 mM of ethanol within 23 h, corresponding to an ethanol
consumption rate of 0.021 ( 0.001 mmol EtOH h-1 (mg
protein)-1. The presence of 20 µM UO22+ almost completely
inhibited ethanol oxidation, with 87 ( 4% of the ethanol
originally present still detected after 47 h of periodic sampling
(compared to 92 ( 4% in the cell free control). This further
supports the ability of UO22+ to significantly inhibit the activity
of the QEDH enzyme. In contrast, with dextrose as the sole
carbon source in a control experiment for non PQQdependent growth conditions, PAO1 tolerated UO22+ concentrations of 25 µM without significant inhibition, thus
showing a more than 50-fold increase in UO22+ tolerance
(Figure 2b).
The relationship between PQQ-dependent growth conditions and acute UO22+ toxicity shown here is in agreement
with a recent study with an environmental Pseudomonas sp.
bacterium isolated from soil cores collected from the Idaho
National Laboratory (INL) (Idaho Falls, ID) (18). This isolate
was inhibited by submicromolar UO22+ concentrations during
aerobic growth on ethanol. Aerobic growth on dextrose,
lactate, or butyrate decreased UO22+ toxicity more than 2
938
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FIGURE 2. In vivo studies of growth of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa PAO1 on ethanol (a) and dextrose (b) in the
presence of UO22+. Data points correspond to averages of
triplicate measurements. Error bars correspond to 95%
confidence intervals.
orders of magnitude. It was hypothesized that the acute UO22+
toxicity was related to PQQ-dependent growth, and that this
dependence was a result of UO22+ binding directly to PQQ.
In Vitro Studies: Direct Evidence of UO22+-PQQ
Binding. The ability of UO22+ to bind to PQQ was studied
directly using UV-vis spectroscopy and electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS). UV-vis spectra of PQQ
and its complexes with Ca2+ and UO22+ are shown in Figure
3a. The spectrum of a 1.0 mM PQQ solution displays a very
broad peak around 460 nm. Addition of equimolar Ca2+
(added as CaCl2 in nanopure water) shifts this peak to slightly
longer wavelengths due to the emerging interaction between
the Ca2+ and the quinone oxygen in C5 position (30). However,
the addition of an equimolar amount of UO22+ altered the
spectrum dramatically. The broad peak centered at 460 nm
disappeared, and absorbance at shorter wavelengths increased considerably. The absorbances of the metal-only
solutions were undetectable, and therefore their spectra were
not included. Visually, the addition of UO22+ caused the PQQ
solution to turn from a brick red color to a brilliant yellow.
A similar spectrum was observed when UO22+ was added to
a mixture of PQQ and Ca2+, suggesting that UO22+ preferentially binds to PQQ over Ca2+. The spectral changes
observed here are consistent with changes recently reported
by Dimitrijevic et al. for PQQ binding to coordinatively
unsaturated Ti(IV) species on the surface of nanocrystalline
TiO2 particles (31). From the same study, changes in IR spectra
between free PQQ and Ti(IV)-coordinated PQQ provided
evidence that Ti(IV) binds to the PQQ at the carboxyl oxygen,
pyridine nitrogen, and quinone oxygen in C7, N6, and C5
positions, respectively. Specifically, the CdO quinone car-

FIGURE 3. In vitro measurements for complexation of PQQ and UO22+. UV-vis absorbance spectra (a) of PQQ and its complexes with
Ca2+ and UO22+. The reference mass spectrum (b) of PQQ and PQQ complexes with Ca2+ and UO22+ with prominent peaks A-I. The m/
z values for PQQ + Ca2+, PQQ + UO22+, and PQQ + Ca2+ + UO22+ mass spectra are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Peak Assignments of PQQ and PQQ Complexes with Ca2+ and UO22+ According to Figure 3ba
PQQ + Ca2+

PQQ
m/z
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

197
241
263
285
307
329
351
373
395

species
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ
PQQ

-

3CO2 - H+
2CO2 - H+
2CO2 - 2H+ + Na+
CO2 - H+
CO2 - 2H+ + Na+
H+
2H+ + Na+
3H+ + 2Na+
4H+ + 3Na+

PQQ + UO22+

PQQ+Ca2++UO22+

m/z

species

m/z

species

m/z

species

241
263
323
345
367
351
373
395

B
C
D - 2H+ + Ca2+
E - 2H+ + Ca2+
F - 2H+ + Ca2+
G
H
I

527
571
593
615
637
659
351
373
395

A + UO2CO3
B + UO2CO3
C + UO2CO3
D + UO2CO3
E + UO2CO3
F + UO2CO3
G
H
I

527
571
593

A + UO2CO3
B + UO2CO3
C + UO2CO3

637
659
351
373
395

E + UO2CO3
F + UO2CO3
G
H
I

a
The left column contains the m/z value and speciation of each fragment in the PQQ only system. The three right
columns summarize the peaks obtained when PQQ is equilibrated with Ca2+, UO22+, or both metals.

bonyl band of the free PQQ (1643 cm-1) was split, producing
bands at 1653 cm-1 and 1636 cm-1, indicating an interaction
between Ti(IV) and PQQ oxygen at the C5 position. The CdO
ester band at 1744 cm-1 of the free PQQ was decreased in
intensity and shifted to 1749 cm-1, indicating an interaction
between Ti(IV) and PQQ oxygen at the C7 position.
In addition to optical spectroscopic techniques, the PQQUO22+ complex was further investigated by ESI-MS in negative
detection mode. Figure 3b shows a spectrum of a 10 µM PQQ
solution in water (pH 7.0) and a summary of peak assignments
(labeled A to I with increasing m/z values). The tallest peak
(F) at m/z ) 329 corresponds to the deprotonated PQQ
molecule. Consistent with previous results (32), the PQQ
fragmented through the consequential loss of carboxyl groups
as CO2 giving rise to peaks m/z ) 285 (peak D), 241 (peak
B), and 197 (peak A). Since PQQ was added as the disodium
salt, sodium adducts also appear in the spectrum at m/z )
263, 307, 351, 373, and 395 (peaks C, E, G, H, and I,
respectively, assignments are given in Table 1). These nine
peaks produced by PQQ provided a fingerprint, which was
compared to spectra generated by PQQ complexes with either

Ca2+ or UO22+ or both being present. An equimolar mixture
of PQQ and Ca2+ produced a spectrum with five peaks in
common with the PQQ-only spectrum, including those
labeled B, C, G, H, and I. However, Table 1 shows three peaks
at m/z ) 323, 345, and 367 unique to the PQQ + Ca2+
spectrum, and corresponding PQQ-Ca2+ complexes formed
between Ca2+ and intact PQQ (peak F) and two singly
decarboxylated PQQ species (peaks D and E). Adding UO22+
produced a spectrum with three peaks in common with the
PQQ-only and PQQ + Ca2+ spectra, including G, H, and I.
The remaining six peaks were unique to the PQQ + UO22+
system. These had the same spacing pattern as peaks A-F of
the PQQ spectrum, but were shifted by 330 m/z units. This
suggested that UO22+ remained bound to PQQ, and specifically that UO22+ was binding as the neutrally charged uranyl
bicarbonate complex (UO2CO3, Mw ) 330 g/mol). Uranyl
carbonates are expected to form in aqueous systems open
to the atmosphere (33).
Potential binding sites included any of the three carboxyl
groups, as UO22+ is known to have an affinity for such a
coordination environment (34), the quinone oxygens, and
VOL. 45, NO. 3, 2011 / ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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FIGURE 4. Experimental structures with selected bond lengths from the Cambridge Crystallographic Database (35) of disodium salt of
the PQQ ligand (a) (36), tri-O-methylated PQQ coordinated to Cu(I)(PPh3)2 (b) (phenyl rings of the phosphine ligands were omitted for
clarity), and di-Cu(II) (terpyridine) coordinated PQQ (c) (pyridine rings of the terpyridine were omitted for clarity) (38).
the Ca2+ binding site (16, 17). In addition to providing insight
into the speciation of the bound UO22+, the PQQ + UO22+
spectrum also narrowed the possible UO22+ binding sites to
two, either the two quinone oxygens or the Ca2+ binding site.
The peak at m/z ) 527 of the PQQ + UO22+ spectrum resulted
from UO2CO3 binding to the completely decarboxylated PQQ
fragment A, thus ruling out the carboxyl groups as the
preferred binding sites. Evidence supporting UO22+ binding
at the Ca2+ binding site was obtained from the ESI-MS data
for a mixture of 10 µM each of PQQ, Ca2+, and UO22+. Five
peaks corresponding to PQQ + UO2CO3 complexes appeared
in this spectrum without the presence of any peaks for the
PQQ + Ca2+ complexes. These observations corroborate the
above UV-vis data in suggesting that UO22+ preferentially
binds to PQQ over Ca2+, even in the formally neutral uranyl
bicarbonate form. The UO22+ therefore binds to PQQ via the
pyridine nitrogen and/or quinone oxygen in N6 and C5
positions, respectively.
In Silico Studies: Structure and Stability of UO22+-PQQ
Complex. To obtain further evidence for the likely binding
site of UO22+ on PQQ, relevant crystal structures were
reviewed using the Cambridge Crystallographic Database
(CCDB) (35). The structure of the disodium salt of the
uncoordinated PQQ has been determined (Figure 4a,
Na2PQQ) with deprotonated carboxylates in positions C7 and
C9 (36). The location of the closest counterion to the PQQ2ligand indicates that the carboxyl oxygen, pyridine nitrogen,
and quinone oxygen in C7, N6, C5 positions, respectively,
form a preferred nucleophilic binding pocket for cations.
Even when the carboxyl groups are alkylated, a (PPh3)2Cu(I)
cationic moiety coordinates similarly to the cation binding
pocket (Figure 4b, [(PPh3)2Cu(I)](PQQ)) (37). If deprotonated,
the pyrrole nitrogen in position N1 allows the formation of
two metal binding sites (Figure 4c, [(tpy)Cu(II)](PQQ)) as two
Cu(II)(terpyridine) cationic moieties coordinate at the opposite
sides of PQQ in positions C5, N6, C7 and C9, N1, C2 ([ONO]and [ON’O]-coordination, respectively) (38).
To further substantiate the preference of UO22+ binding
to the [ONO] motif in positions C5, N6, and C7, in silico
studies were performed using density functional theory with
a realistic solvent environment. In addition, the effect of
protonation state of PQQ and coordination environment of
UO22+ was also evaluated. Table 2 summarizes the calculated
thermodynamic parameters and Figure 5 shows representative optimized molecular structures for the most relevant
coordination models of UO22+. For brevity, with respect to
UO22+coordination, only the two extreme cases of protonation
states for the PQQ ligand are reported here. The fully
protonated PQQ ligand is expected to have the least affinity
for the UO22+ with a protonated carboxyl group in position
C7 being the most comparable to the quinone group in
position C5. To the contrary, the fully deprotonated PQQ
ligand with a negatively charged carboxylate group in position
940
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TABLE 2. PQQ Binding Energies (kJ/mol) and Entropies (J/mol
K) Calculated at BP86/LANL2DZ Level Using a WaterContinuum Model for Representative Complexation Equilibria
(1)-(4)
∆Ea

∆E0b

∆Hsolute

∆Ssolute

∆Gsolute

∆Gsolutionc

[UO2(H2O)6]2+ + CO32- f [UO2(CO3)(H2O)3] + 3H2O
-180

-203

-187

297

-275

(1)

-255

[UO2(CO3)(H2O)3] + PQQ3- f
[UO2(CO3)(PQQ)(H2O)]3- + 2H2O
[ONO]
[OO]

-31
11

-39
8

-35
5

59
-122

-53
41

-49
43

[UO2(CO3)(H2O)3] + PQQ f
[UO2(CO3)(PQQ)(H2O)] + 2H2O
[ONO]
[OO]

60
45

51
44

55
44

50
-92

40
72

[UO2(CO3)] + truncated PQQ f
[UO2(CO3)(truncated-PQQ)]
[NO]
[OO]

-195
-163

-188
-158

-187
-156

-187
-171

(2)

(3)
45
75

(4)

-131
-105

a
Sum of nuclear/nuclear, electron/nuclear, and electron/
electron interaction energies. b Zero-point energy corrected
electronic energy (∆E). c Corrected with nonelectrostatic
solvent-solvent interaction term.

C7 is poised to bind the electrophilic UO22+ better than the
two neutral carbonyl groups.
The displacement of three water molecules (equilibrium
(1) in Table 2) by a bicarbonate (Figure 5b) in a coordinatively
saturated, solvated UO22+ (Figure 5a) is a greatly spontaneous
process, even when the penalty of solvent reorganization is
considered (∆G ) -255 kJ/mol). This corroborates the ESIMS results showing the presence of a UO2CO3 species. The
alternative reaction of displacement of only two water
molecules to give the [UO2(CO3)(H2O)4] complex (not shown)
is more exothermic; however, the lower entropy gain makes
this process less spontaneous (∆G ) -231 kJ/mol) than shown
for equilibrium (1) in Table 2.

FIGURE 5. Optimized molecular structures for complexes in
Table 2 with selected bond lengths for [UO2(H2O)6]2+ (a);
[UO2(CO3)(H2O)3] (b); [UO2(CO3)([ONO]-PQQ)(H2O)]3- (c); [UO2(CO3)([OO]-PQQ)(H2O)2]3(d);
[UO2(CO3)([ONO]-PQQ)(H2O)]
(e);
[UO2(CO3)([OO]-PQQ)(H2O)2] (f); [UO2(CO3)([ON]-truncated-PQQ)]
(g); [UO2(CO3)([OO]-truncated-PQQ)] (h) complexes. For clarity,
only the binding sites of interest of PQQ are shown.
For [UO2(CO3)(H2O)x(PQQ)] complexes (Figure 5c-f), the
coordinatively saturated complexes are the most stable
(Equilibria 2-3 in Table 2) independently from the PQQ
protonation state. Thus, UO22+ binding to PQQ via [ONO]
and [OO] sites will displace two or one water molecules to
give octacoordinate uranium complexes, respectively. Table
2 clearly indicates that the free energy of binding is
considerably more negative for complexes where the PQQ
ligand coordinated via the [ONO] site. The energetic differences between equilibria 2 and 3 indicate the likely presence
of a considerable pH dependence of the PQQ complexation.
The deprotonated PQQ binding is spontaneous (∆G ) -49
kJ/mol), while upon protonation of all carboxylate groups
this process becomes nonspontaneous to approximately the
same extent (∆G ) 45 kJ/mol).
Importantly, we also evaluated the most likely structure
for the truncated PQQ species (Figure 5g and h) detected
with m/z ) 527. On the basis of stoichiometry and most
reasonable fragmentation processes, this species can be best
described above as a desolvated UO2CO3 coordinated with
a triple decarboxylated PQQ cofactor. As shown for equilibrium 4 in Table 2, significant energetic difference was found
between the coordination to the pyridine N and quinone
oxygen ([NO]-coordination, Figure 5g) in the N6 and C5
positions, respectively, relative to the two quinone oxygens
([OO]-coordination, Figure 5h) in positions C5 and C4. This
is likely due to the presence of a weak, yet significant
C7-H...O hydrogen bonding interaction in addition to
aromatic N being a better electron donor than a carbonyl O.
Thus, these calculations indicate the preference of the same
coordination mode for the truncated PQQ ligand detected
in mass spectrometry measurements as for the intact PQQ
ligand present in solution.
Biotic Ligand Model. As an extension of earlier results
(18), the acute UO22+ toxicity demonstrated here is the result
of specific physiological targeting of PQQ by UO22+ and is

therefore consistent with the biotic ligand model (BLM) of
acute metal toxicity. According to this model, metal toxicity
patterns are the result of the presence of sensitive physiological binding targets and factors depending largely on
the aqueous chemistry of the bulk system (39, 40). While
previous studies incorporating the BLM have demonstrated
the importance of bulk chemistry on UO22+ toxicity (41), the
importance of physiological targeting has gone virtually
unreported due to a lack of knowledge regarding specific
targets susceptible to UO22+ binding. This study should
therefore significantly expand the potential to apply the BLM
to describe UO22+ toxicity.
Furthermore, these results also provide initial insights
into the inhibition of bacterial Mn(II) oxidation in the
presence of low UO22+ concentrations as proposed earlier
(7). On the basis of similarity in the binding sites of Ca2+ and
UO22+, we suggest that UO22+ ions may also coordinate with
enzymes or enzyme cofactors responsible for Mn(II) oxidation. The potential ability of UO22+ to directly inhibit biogenic
Mn-oxide formation may point to limitations for using
biological, Mn-based permeable reactive barriers in UO22+
bioremediation schemes. The structural results obtained for
UO22+ substantiate its versatile coordination chemistry via
a pyridine N and a quinone oxygen separated by two atoms,
as these render UO22+ to be a potential inhibitor of flavoproteins that occur in higher organisms, including humans.
Ongoing work includes whole cell inhibition of Methylobacterium extorquens AM1during aerobic growth on methanol, which is also PQQ-dependent (42). Future work could
also focus on studying direct enzymatic inhibition by UO22+,
thus bridging the gap between whole cell and molecular
studies.
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